BELLA VITA PDRN SOLUTION

Feel the salmon DNA directly to treat damaged skin cells, skin hydration and skin whitening.
What is PDRN?
Polydeoxyribonucleotide (PDRN) is an ingredient made up of deoxyribonucleotide polymers which is known to accelerate cell proliferation helping in regeneration of skin and tissue. It standardizes the DNA structure into the right size, replacing the damaged and aged skin with young and healthy skin.

Mechanisms of PDRN and its effectiveness:

PDRN works on Adenosine A2 receptor cells in four adenosine receptors to activate multiple growth factors and facilitate the proliferation of stem cells promoting regeneration through salvage pathway using pyrimidine. PDRN affects inflammation, reduction of pore size, and also treat scars.

Characteristics of BellaVita PDRN
1. Outstanding skin restoration-PDRN
PDRN (Polydeoxyribonucleotide) derived from salmon sperm is almost similar to human DNA, is effective in treatments for tissue damage, cell proliferation, extracellular matrix formation and restoration of blood vessels. It also can solve and be addressed to essentially treating skin problems. By activating skin regeneration capabilities, it improves skin and environments around restoring skin structure to regain elasticity and healthiness.

2. Strong whitening effects – Glutathione
One of the most powerful substances on Earth, it is naturally created in the body, and it enhances the immune system. By suppressing Tyrosinase and limiting melanin generation continuously, gives the effect of improving skin tone bright.

3. Moist – Hyaluronic Acid
Hyaluronic acid can hold and store up to 1,000 times more than its own weight in water and it has extremely amazing water-binding capacity.

4. Pain release – Lidocaine
With anesthetic agent Lidocaine, it reduces the pain caused by needle injection.

5. Immediate feedback effect
After treatment can immediately feel the skin regeneration, whitening, moisturizing three major components of the multiple effects.

BellaVita PDRN targets
- Wants to improve his/her dull skin tone
- Wants to restore fundamental skin regeneration by rehabilitate damaged skin barrier
- Wants to recover back to young and healthy skin
- Needs more elasticity in the skin
- Wants to improve fine lines effectively
- Wants plumping and moist skin

Cutting edge treatment for Skin Cell

Immediate effect of salmon DNA promoting cell growth!